Access end-to-end wireless solutions from Cambium Networks to increase your profitability and improve the quality and reach of your network.

Register to access the Cambium Networks Service Provider Toolbox to help you respond to the need to close the digital divide through cost-effective and high-performance wireless solutions. Access tools and resources to leverage wireless technology for your broadband service offering – all in one place.

ELEVATE YOUR NETWORK
• Learn about Cambium Networks connectivity solutions and software tools to grow your business.

• Access regulatory framework by geography and get a clear understanding of frequencies and products available for your given activity.

• Get information on new technologies with guidance for choosing the right one for your requirements.

• Access business plan tools with revenue forecasting based on industry figures, as well as a bill of material tool to help you evaluate the adequate number of radio links needed.

• Use our single-pane-of-glass management platform to help you provision your network and efficiently onboard equipment.

• Take advantage of the latest spectrum available in your markets with guidance on how to mix and match spectrum to achieve the best results and generate more revenue.

• Attend exclusive members-only webinars and access virtual training courses.

• Access the right ecosystem partners for enterprise-focused activities.

• With your Cambium Networks customer ID number, you can access exclusive service provider promotions and enjoy Volume Purchase Agreement (VPA) benefits above certain thresholds of purchasing activities.

REGISTER FOR ACCESS TO THE SERVICE PROVIDER TOOLBOX AT serviceprovider.cambiumnetworks.com
Create Superior Wireless Connections for People, Places and Things

Deliver wireless gigabit connectivity where you need it at a fraction of the cost of fiber. With Cambium Networks’ portfolio of solutions, you can tailor the network to meet your customers’ needs. Software-defined radios (SDR) enable you to upgrade capabilities as your end devices evolve. Easy-to-use planning tools let you design fixed wireless and/or Wi-Fi networks with confidence. View the end-to-end network with cloud-based management to maximize availability and minimize maintenance costs. All solutions are backed by Cambium’s global organization that provides support and services designed to meet your business needs.

TECHNOLOGIES
Employ the best technologies to yield optimal coverage to provide the highest business value.
- Licensed Spectrum
- Unlicensed Spectrum
- Wi-Fi 6
- MU-MIMO
- Smart Antenna

Wireless That Just Works
“Airtel achieved the capacity required with high performance throughput and stability. This platform will sustain increasing demands in capacity needs for years to come.”
David Masha, Transport Engineer, Airtel Tanzania
Read more here.

Requirements
- Must be a qualified service provider.
- Agree to the terms and conditions on the toolbox platform.
- Provide your customer ID to your Cambium distributor when placing orders.

Register today to gain access to Cambium Networks’ wide portfolio of affordable and reliable solutions to reach the greatest number of subscribers and maximize your profits with Cambium’s low total cost of ownership.

serviceprovider.cambiumnetworks.com